Introduction
. Some recent work is more broadly based [5, 61, however, few researchers have explored the issues of handling and measuring the errors that are inevitably made by an automatic system. An overview of our drawing understanding system is shown in Figure 1 . It is a fully operational system with manj unique features. It can convert drawings from many different do. mains. It first separates the symbols and connection lines using simple, generic, but highly effective rules and then labels the symbols using domain knowledge.
Modular design ensures that a new type of drawings can be recognized by simply replacing the current 1i.-brary with the new one. The system has been extensively tested with a large number of r e d drawings derived from four different domains and scanned at different resolutions. A graphileal interface is available to correct residual errors and to report them objectively using two measures devised for this purpose. 
Symbol Segmentation
We assume that the characters have been removed from the drawing by an existing technique (see, for example [7] ) or through manual editing. In a preprocessing step line segments are produced from straight l i e vectors through a piecewise linear approximation; further steps remove artifactual gaps, spurs, and closely spaced degree-3 points.
Generic Rules:
A few simple generic rules are used to define a complete partition of the drawing so that each line segment is either part of a potential symbol (PS) or a potential connection line (PCL). The first four rules below form the basis of our segmentation algorithm. Others are used in the symbol classification phase.
(1) CLs consist of mostly horizontal and vertical lies. (4) Symbolic loops seldom contain crossing horizontal and vertical lines and hence are distinguishable from non-symbolic loops formed by crossing CLs. (5) When a loop is part of a symbol, every thing inside the loop is assumed to belong to the symbol. ( 6 ) A CL always terminates at a. predefined symbol or a point symbol (input/output or a branch point).
(7) CLs are usually longer than lines in symbols.
Segmentation Algorithm:
Following the above rules, loops formed by horizontal/vertical crossing CLs art? opened up before loops are found by a graph traversal algorithm. These form the PS loops. Slant lines and open lines are collected with the PS loops to form the PS set. Line segments not classified as PS arc grouped into polylines, which form the PCL set. Further details of the segmentation algorithm may be found elsewhere [8] .
Results: Figure 2 shows a test drawing after symbol segmentation. The PSs are shown as solid lines and the PCLs are shown as dashed lines. Notice that thc segmentation is not perfect: parts of the circular heat exchanger symbols are segmented as CLs.
Here we summarize the results of an experiment with a set of 24 drawings, drawn from the four application domains [a] : 96% of the symbols were completely segmented and the rest were partially segmented. Only in 25% of the drawings were there instances of connection lines left completely inside a Figure 3 gives an overview of the symbol classification process. Further details may be found in [9] .
Symbol Classification
A simple set of symbols and their loop representation are shown in Figure 4 .
Component Grouping and Initial Classification: First, we group a set of PS entities into connected components. Then, the loop entities me matched with the loop library using a normalized template matching approach. Polyline sections of polyline entities are classified into four types of strokes.
Hierarchical Matching: In our scheme, a threelevel hierarchy is used to represent symbols. At the lowest level of the hierarchy are PS loops and strokes that are part of symbols in a drawing. At the next level, are connected PS components. Most symbols are completely described by the second level, however, in exceptional cases, a symbol may consist of two or more connected PS components. Following this scheme we use a hierarchy of three matchers to recognize the symbols, called loop, symbol component, and symbol matchers , respectively.
Traversal and Automatic Error Correction:
The drawing at this stage of processing consists of a set of PS components, that has been matched with the library symbol components, and a set of PCLs. 
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Residual Error Correction and Measurement
The user can correct residual errors interactively through a menu-driven graphical interface. As the corrections are being made, the system logs differences from the result produced by the symbol classification system described in the last section. The differences are analyzed automatically at the end of interactive correction to arrive at measures of the residual error.
Error Measurement: The errors after the symbol classification phase can be classified into three types: interconnection errors, labeling errors, and residual segmentation errors. Interconnection errors are measured by the number of gaps closed interactively and labeling errors are measured by the number of labels replaced manually. Residual segmentation errors may be measured by the number of new PS components and new PCLs that result from interactive correction. Alternatively, we may consider the lines that have switched from being part of a symbol to being part of a connection line or vice versa and report these either by their number or cumulative line length (with an appropriate normalization in each case). Errors not, covered in this way, e.g. those requiring PCL-PCL gap bridging, PCL-PS gap bridging, PCL split, and interactive labeling, are simply measured by the numbers of their occurrence. pigure 4: A simall symbol set and loop library.
Results
e of the PS components may have already been pized as syimbols. Using this information the ignized" portions would grow to include other PS ponents. During this process, some errors in segtation can be automatically corrected. Over-and :r-segmented components are handled by split and 7e operations. The system starts from a recog-1 symbol, follows a PCL to an unrecognized PS ponent, and attempts to recognize it using split erge operations. If it is successful, the PS compois labeled m recognized and the PCL is labeled !cognized connection line. Also, when it is deter-?d that a recognized PS component may be part bymbol, the qystem searches the neighborhood for PS components and uses the symbol matcher to example drawing shown in Figthis automatic method is able to identify and Overall Performance: The recognition system was first developed on a set of photocopied images from the four domains of logic diagrams (L), electrical circuits (E) , chemical diagrams (C) , and flow charts (F). The images were scanned at two resolutions (150 dpi and 300 dpi) The primary sources for images were photocopied text book pages.
After development, the system was tested on a database of 128 new images from the four domains, as follows: L(26), E(30), C(44), and F(28). The performance measures reported below come from analyzing the data logged during the interactive correction
phase. An over all summary of results appears in Table l.
Effect of Scanning Resolution:
Our results show that the 300 dpi images are recognized only slightly better than correspondi:ng 150 dpi images with Performance Impediments: AS our test drawings come from a variety of sources, even for the same domain, there is a lack of consistency in drawing convention. This made it hard to build the domain specific libraries. The size checks could not be executed effectively due to the same reason.
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The current system is also limited in performance by the simplicity of matchers we implemented. It is worth noting, however, that even the simple matchers yield an acceptable performance because the system is able to consider alternative matches in light of highlevel information during symbol classification. Finally, as in any other drawing recognition system, the performance is affected by the quality of drawings.
Conclusion
We have demonstrated that it is possible to build a recognition system for a large class of engineering drawings within the framework of domainindependent algorithms and domain-specific knowledge bases. Such a general system using a few generic rules and a simple matcher can understand complicated flow drawings well and recognize simpler drawings completely. An interactive correction module makes the system complete and logs errors for objective performance analysis.
